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SUMMARY

Spontaneous fMRI fluctuations are organized in
large-scale spatiotemporal structures, or resting-
state networks (RSN). However, it is unknown how
task performance affects RSN dynamics. We use
MEG tomeasure slow (�0.1Hz) coherent fluctuations
of band-limited power (BLP), a robust correlate of
RSN,during rest andmovie observationandcompare
them to fMRI-RSN. BLP correlation, especially in
a band, dropped in multiple RSN during movie
although overall topography was maintained. Vari-
ability of power correlation increased in visual occip-
ital cortex, and transient decrements corresponded
to scenes perceived as ‘‘event boundaries.’’ Addi-
tionally, stronger task-dependent interactions devel-
oped between vision and language networks in q and
b bands, and default and language networks in g

band. The topography of fMRI connectivity and
relative changes induced by the movie were well
matched to MEG. We conclude that resting-state
and task network interactions are clearly different in
the frequency domain despitemaintenance of under-
lying network topography.

INTRODUCTION

Recent work in human functional neuroimaging has introduced

an interesting paradox in brain-behavior relationships. It is tradi-

tionally believed that cognitive functions depend on the recruit-

ment of distributed task specific networks of brain regions

(Goldman-Rakic, 1988; Mesulam, 1990). However, in the last

two decades, it has become apparent that networks of brain

regions maintain even at rest, in the absence of any stimulus,

responses, or task, a high degree of temporal correlation (Biswal

et al., 1995; Deco and Corbetta, 2011; Fox and Raichle, 2007).

Interestingly, the topography of these resting-state networks

(RSN) closely resembles that of functional systems identified

during task performance (Biswal et al., 1995; Greicius et al.,

2003; Smith et al., 2009). The whole cerebral cortex in fact can
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be divided into a finite number of RSN that maintain relatively

stable level of correlation, both within and across networks,

along putative axes of functional organization (Doucet et al.,

2011; Hacker et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2012; Yeo et al., 2011).

A fundamental issue is then to understand how the organiza-

tion of the resting brain into a finite number of topographically

distinct networks is modified both spatially and temporally

during task performance to support the high dimensionality

and flexibility of behavior.

Recent advances in MEG data analysis have allowed to

recover RSN by mapping the interregional temporal correlation

of band limited power (BLP) fluctuations, especially in a and b

bands (Brookes et al., 2011a, 2011b; de Pasquale et al., 2010,

2012; Hipp et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2010). As the BLP essentially

reflects the slower envelope of signal fluctuations within a given

frequency range, it is well suited for comparison with fMRI

(de Pasquale et al., 2010; Leopold et al., 2003).

Here, we examine whether the topography, strength, fre-

quency content, and dynamics of BLP correlation is modified

during natural vision (watching a movie) as compared to rest

(fixation), and how these modulations relate to fMRI blood

oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal connectivity changes.

Natural vision stimulation is a relatively unconstrained paradigm,

which has been, however, extensively adopted to study the

functional organization of visual systems in both human and

non-human primates (Bartels and Zeki, 2005; Golland et al.,

2007; Hasson et al., 2004; Mantini et al., 2012, 2013; Nir et al.,

2006; Nishimoto et al., 2011).

We test two ‘‘boundaries’’ hypotheses about the relationship

between rest and task states. The first hypothesis is that RSN

represents a state of ‘‘idling’’ (or inactivity) of the system that

dynamically reorganizes to support task performance (Nir

et al., 2006; Smith and Kohn, 2008). This hypothesis predicts a

disruption of the spatial correlation and frequency structure of

spontaneous activity during the movie, both within and between

RSN. Reduction of noise correlation may represent a candidate

physiological mechanism underlying such modulation (Nauhaus

et al., 2009, 2012; Smith and Kohn, 2008). This hypothesis also

predicts the formation of specific novel task networks, i.e., not

present at rest, with specific topography and frequency content.

The second hypothesis is that RSN are priors for task net-

works, and are predictive of task-evoked activity and perfor-

mance (Raichle, 2011). This idea is based on the noted similarity
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of the

Experimental Paradigm for the MEG and

fMRI Recording Sessions

In separate sessions, MEG and fMRI recordings

were acquired on the same participants during

three blocks of visual fixation (fixation) and three

movie segments taken from The Good, the Bad

and the Ugly (movie). The order of MEG and fMRI

recording sessions was counterbalanced across

participants, while the order of the experimental

conditions (fixation and movie) was fixed across

subjects. See also Figure S1.
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of RSN topography and task networks (Biswal et al., 1995; Grei-

cius et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2009) and the resilience of RSN

across behavioral states and levels of consciousness (Arfanakis

et al., 2000; Fransson, 2006; Greicius et al., 2008; Greicius and

Menon, 2004; Larson-Prior et al., 2009; Morgan and Price,

2004; Vincent et al., 2007). It is also supported by the observation

that intrinsic BOLD fMRI fluctuations account for variability in

task-evoked activity (Fox et al., 2006) and associated behavioral

performance (Fox et al., 2007). In the context of MEG BLP-

correlation, this second hypothesis predicts maintenance of

within/between RSN topography during natural vision, and an

increase of interaction between RSN as they go from a state

of relative segregation at rest to a state of greater integration

during task.

We focus on networks (visual, dorsal attention, auditory, lan-

guage) that have been modulated in fMRI during the observation

of natural scenes (Golland et al., 2007; Hasson et al., 2004; Nir

et al., 2006), and the default mode network (Raichle et al.,

2001; Shulman et al., 1997) that is active at rest but suppressed

during task performance.

RESULTS

Total Interdependence within and across Networks
We recordedMEG signals in a group of twelve participants, each

performing three different experimental blocks (runs) both during

visual fixation (fixation) and the observation of three movie

segments (about 5 min each) taken from the Italian version of

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (movie). In a separate recording

session, each participant underwent fMRI during fixation and

movie conditions (Figure 1).
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The MEG data analysis pipeline is the

same as in de Pasquale et al. (2010,

2012) andMantini et al. (2011) and returns

estimates of band limited power (BLP)

from the source-space signals for delta

(d), theta (q), alpha (a), beta (b), gamma

(g) band (see Supplemental Information

and Figure S1 available online).

To evaluate the modulation produced

by movie watching on BLP interaction

with respect to fixation, in sensory and

attention networks, we computed the to-

tal interdependence function from BLP, a
global measure of interaction at different frequencies, obtained

from all the possible pairs of the principal nodes of each RSN

(visual, auditory, and dorsal attention networks) (Experimental

Procedures and Supplemental Information). The nodes of each

RSN were defined a priori from an independent set based on

meta-analyses of task fMRI studies (Baldassarre et al., 2012;

He et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2009; Table S1).

In both a and b bands, the within-network inter-nodal BLP

interactionwas stronger at lower (<2Hz) than higher frequencies,

with a moderate peak at about 0.1 Hz during fixation in agree-

ment with previous MEG studies (Brookes et al., 2011b; de

Pasquale et al., 2010, 2012; Hipp et al., 2012; Figure 2A). Movie

watching decreased the total interdependence compared to

fixation, at frequencies below 0.3 Hz in each RSN (Figure 2A,

dotted lines; Supplemental Information). To quantify this obser-

vation, we compared values of interdependence between

fixation and movie at frequencies < 0.3 Hz for different BLP

frequencies (d, q, a, b, g) and different RSN. Repeated-measures

ANOVAs with network (visual, auditory, dorsal attention) and

condition (fixation and movie) as main factors showed a sig-

nificant reduction of the total interdependence in movie as

compared to fixation. This reduction was significant in a BLP

(main effect condition (F1,33 = 14.19, p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.30)),

in b BLP (main effect condition (F1,33 = 5.21, p = 0.04,

ph2 = 0.12)) (Figure 2B) while it did not reach significance in

d (F1,33 = 3.45, p = 0.07), q (F1,33 = 1.24, p = 0.27) and g BLP

(F1,33 = 1.24, p = 0.30) (Figure S2). The decrement in total inter-

dependence was consistent across different RSN (interaction

network3 Condition, both for a and b band [all p values > 0.05]).

Next, we considered modulation of total interdependence

estimated across-RSN nodes, as opposed to within-RSN as in
, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 783



Figure 2. Reduction of Total Interdependence during Movie Watching for the Within-Network Interaction

(A) Total Interdependence on a semilog scale in the a and b BLP for the visual (left column), auditory (middle column), and dorsal attention (right column) Network

obtained from nodes of each network and averaged over runs, separately for fixation (blue line) and movie (red line). In both a and b bands, the internodal within-

network interdependence is stronger at lower (<0.3 Hz, dotted lines) than higher frequency bands, with a maximum peak at about 0.1 Hz during fixation. Movie

watching decreases the internodal interaction in each network.

(B) The statistically significant reduction of the total interdependence during movie among nodes within each network with respect to fixation, as revealed by the

significant effect condition. Error bars indicate ± SEM.

See also Figure S2, Figure S3, and Table S1.
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the previous analysis. Again, there was a significant reduction

during movie with respect to fixation in a BLP (main effect condi-

tion (F1,33 = 5.66, p = 0.02, ph2 = 0.15)). Importantly, this effect

was consistent across networks (interaction network 3 condi-

tion, p > 0.05). No significant modulation was detected in the

other frequency bands (all p values > 0.05) (Figure S3).

Overall, in agreement with previous MEG reports (Brookes

et al., 2011b; de Pasquale et al., 2010, 2012; Hipp et al., 2012),

functional coupling between nodes of RSN was characterized

by slow fluctuations of BLP at about 0.1 Hz. Watching a movie

leads to an overall decrement of inter-nodal interaction at fre-

quencies < 0.3 Hz, mainly in the a BLP, both within and across

networks. Hence, visual stimulation seems to promote a reduc-

tion of functional connectivity as captured by a (and b for within-

RSN) BLP interactions.

Whole-Brain MEG RSN Topography
Next, we consideredwhole-brain changes in the topography and

strength of BLP correlation induced by movie watching. To map

voxelwise modulation, BLP correlation maps were computed

between a RSN node and the rest of the brain assuming the sta-

tionarity of BLP correlation (de Pasquale et al., 2010), using the

Pearson product moment formula (Experimental Procedures).

Individual node Z score correlation maps were averaged across

runs and subjects to compute group-level maps in each condi-

tion (fixation, movie). To minimize the effect of field spread, dif-

ference maps between conditions were computed and then
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averaged across RSN nodes to yield voxel-wise BLP difference

correlation maps between movie and fixation (Supplemental

Information for details).

Figure 3A shows a BLP correlation changes from fixation to

movie obtained by averaging all nodes in the visual network.

Note the widespread decrement of correlation broadly across

occipital visual cortex, bilaterally, extending into posterior pari-

etal cortex (dorsal attention network) and temporal cortex (audi-

tory network), especially in the right hemisphere. This pattern

was similar across different nodes of the visual network as

shown by a conjunction map that displays voxels with signifi-

cant correlation across multiple node (Z score equal or greater

than 4, p < 0.001 in each node). The map displays at least 6

of 10 nodes (more than half nodes of the visual RSN), which

show significant temporal correlations (Figure 3B and Supple-

mental Information).

Topographically broad and consistent decreases in aBLP cor-

relation were also observed by averaging nodes of the auditory

or dorsal attention networks (Figures 4A and 4B). Seeding audi-

tory regions (middle panel) yielded consistent decrements of

BLP correlation in dorsal parietal and occipital cortex. Seeding

dorsal attention regions (right panel) produced strong decre-

ments in both auditory and visual regions. These functional

connectivity changes were consistent across individual nodes

(Figure 4B). Finally, we observed widespread decrements of a

BLP correlation extending into the posterior parietal cortex (dor-

sal attention network) and temporal cortex (auditory network),



Figure 3. Topographic Changes of Stationary MEG Connectivity in the a BLP Induced by Movie Watching, in the Visual Network

(A) Voxel-wise map showing the difference between movie and fixation obtained using different seed regions of the visual network averaged across runs and

seeds, in the a BLP. Color scale reflects positive or negative modulations of Z score obtained from difference of correlation coefficients.

(B) Consistency maps across different nodes of the visual network. Regions in yellow-orange and in green-blue show consistent changes in correlation (positive

or negative, respectively) across multiple nodes of the visual network. The map displays at least 6 of 10 nodes (more than half nodes), which show significant

temporal correlations (Z score equal or greater than 4, p < 0.001 in each node). Color scale represents number of nodes with significant correlation at that voxel.

See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
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especially on the right hemisphere (Figure S4A), when seeding

nodes of the default mode network (Figure S4B).

In contrast, a BLP correlation increased during movie, as

compared to fixation, between visual occipital nodes and pre-

frontal (lateral, medial) and premotor regions in the left hemi-

sphere (Figures 3A and 4A, left panel). This modulation was

robust and consistent across multiple visual nodes (Figures 3B

and 4B).

In summary, viewing complex visual scenes broadly reduces a

BLP correlation both within and across networks, but also leads

to the emergence of more focal increases of BLP correlation

between visual occipital and left frontal cortex.

Regional Pairwise BLP Correlation within and across
Networks
While the interdependence function provides a global measure

of interaction, and voxel-wise maps provide information on

changes in topography, we turned to regional analyses to quan-

tify within- and between-networks pair-wise modulation of BLP

correlation in visual, auditory, dorsal attention, language, and

default-mode RSN. Nodes for the language network were not

based on the maps in Figure 3 to avoid biases in node selection,

but on independently defined fMRI nodes as in (de Pasquale

et al., 2012). Similarly, nodes for the default mode were selected

based from the fMRI literature as in (de Pasquale et al., 2010,

2012; Table S1). The default mode is an interesting case in study

because its regions are thought to maintain high level of activity
at rest that is suppressed during visual tasks. Hence, one might

expect the pattern of connectivity modulation to be different

from that of sensory/attention regions that are predominantly

recruited during the movie.

First, we consider networks that are putatively driven by

the task (visual, auditory, dorsal attention, language); next, we

consider these networks in relation to default-mode RSN. This

analysis was carried out both for MEG and fMRI on the same

nodes (Supplemental Information).

Each element in i, j position of the covariance matrix displays

the interregional Z score correlation difference (movie-fixation)

between the pair of nodes (i, j) belonging either to the same

RSN (within-network) or to different RSN (across-network

interaction).

In agreement with measures of total interdependence (Figures

2, S2, and S3), the within-network BLP correlation decreased

mainly in a and b duringmovie as compared to fixation (Figure 5).

The significance of this decrease was quantitatively tested in

each network with ANOVAs using band (d, q, a, b, g) as a factor

on the elements of the Z score difference covariance matrices.

The results showed a significant main effect of band in the visual

network (F4,36 = 47.39, p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.84) (Figure S6A)

accounted for by stronger decrements in a BLP as compared

to all other bands (all p values < 0.05); in b BLP as compared

to d (p < 0.001) and g (p < 0.001); and in q BLP as compared to

d (p = 0.002) and g BLP (p < 0.001). There was also a significant

main effect of band in the Auditory network (F4,12 = 79.94,
Neuron 79, 782–797, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 785



Figure 4. Widespread Decrease of Stationary MEG Interregional Correlation Induced by Movie Watching across Different RSN

(A) Voxel-wise maps as in Figure 3 showingwidespreadmodulations of functional connectivity elicited bymovie watching across different RSN relative to fixation,

for the visual network (left column), auditory network (in the middle), and the dorsal attention network (right column), in the a BLP.

(B) Consistency maps across different nodes of the visual, dorsal attention, and auditory networks. Regions in yellow-orange and in green-blue show consistent

changes in correlation (positive or negative, respectively) acrossmultiple nodes in each RSN. Themap displaysmore than half nodes (at least 6 of 10 nodes for the

visual network; at least 3 of 4 nodes for the auditory network; at least 5 of 8 nodes for the dorsal attention network), which shows significant temporal correlations

(Z score equal or greater than 4, p < 0.001 in each node). Color scale represents number of nodes with significant correlation at that voxel.

See also Figure S4 and Table S1.
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p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.96) (Figure S6B) with significant decrements of

aBLPwith respect to d (p < 0.001), q (p < 0.001) and g (p < 0.001);

b BLP with respect to d (p < 0.001), q (p = 0.001) and g BLP (p <

0.001); and in q BLP with respect to d (p < 0.01). Finally, in the

dorsal attention network, the main effect band (F4,28 =

78.44 p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.92) (Figure S6C) depended on lower

correlation during movie in a (all p values < 0.001) and b (all p

values < 0.005) bands as compared to all other bands. The com-

parison between a and b BLP also reached significance, with a

larger decrement of correlation in a (p < 0.001). In the language

network, the main effect of band (F4,16 = 27.04 p < 0.001,

ph2 = 0.87) was explained by increased correlation in the a, b,

and g bands with respect to d and q bands (all p values <

0.001). While the comparison between a and b bands did not

reach the significance, the g band was significantly stronger

than b and only slightly significant with respect to a band
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(p = 0.06). In summary, regions within visual, auditory, and dorsal

attention RSN decrease their BLP correlation, especially in the a

and b bands, while regions within the language network increase

their BLP correlation especially in the g band.

With regard to cross-network modulation, the visual network

qualitatively showed decreased correlation with the dorsal atten-

tion and auditory networks, but increased correlation with the

language network (Figure 5). This impression was confirmed in

a repeated-measures two-ways ANOVA with network (visual

and language; visual and auditory; visual and dorsal attention)

and band (q, d, a, b, and g) as factors. There was a significant

effect of network (F2,18 = 108.29 p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.90) indicating

decreased correlation between visual and dorsal attention (all

p values < 0.001) and increased correlation between visual and

language RSN (all p values < 0.001). Interestingly, these modula-

tions were frequency specific (network 3 band: F8,72 = 31.51,
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p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.69). The increased correlation between

visual and language nodes was stronger in q with respect to a

and d (all p values < 0.001) and g (p < 0.02), and in bwith respect

to a (p < 0.01), d (p < 0.001) (Figure S6D). The comparison be-

tween b and q and between b and g did not reach significance

(all p values > 0.05). Same results were obtained using nodes

based on the maps of Figure 3 (Figure S5A). In contrast, correla-

tion decreased more strongly for a BLP during movie with

respect to fixation between visual and auditory nodes (all p

values < 0.001) (Figure S6E) and between visual and dorsal

attention nodes (Figure S6F) (all p values < 0.001). In summary,

regions in the visual network decrease their a BLP interaction

with regions in the dorsal attention network but increase their

BLP interaction in b, q, and g with regions in the language

network.

Next, we consider modulation in the default-mode network

with respect to sensory and attention networks (Figure 6).

Within-DMN BLP correlation dropped specifically in the a

band during the movie condition as compared to fixation.

With respect to cross-network interaction, a BLP correlation

decreased between DMN and auditory and dorsal attention,

while b BLP correlation decreased between DMN and auditory

networks. However, the DMN increased correlation with the lan-

guage network in the g band. In summary, the default-mode

network showed a pattern of BLP correlation modulation similar

to other sensory and attention networks including decrements

of within- and across-network interaction in the a band and

increased interaction with the language network at higher (g)

frequencies.

Control analyses were also carried out to examine the robust-

ness of the results in relation to possible decreases in signal-to-

noise due to a power decreases produced by visual stimulation

in the movie condition (Berger, 1929; Supplemental Information

and Figures S5B and S5C) and at the level of single subjects (Fig-

ures S5D and S5E).

Modulation of MEG versus fMRI Connectivity
One of the most influential observations shaping the debate on

the function of RSN is that their topography is similar to that of

task networks (Biswal et al., 1995; Greicius et al., 2003; Smith

et al., 2009). This has suggested that RSN may be a prior for

task-driven patterns of activity (Raichle, 2011).

Inspection of the covariance matrix for fMRI connectivity vis-

à-vis MEG BLP correlation in different bands (Figure 5) and by

network (Figure 6), shows significant decreases of fMRI connec-

tivity during movie within visual (t test: p < 0.005) and dorsal

attention networks as well as between networks (visual-auditory

[p = 0.003]; visual-dorsal attention RSN [p < 0.001]). Functional

MRI connectivity decreases qualitatively parallel a and b BLP

correlation decreases within and across networks earlier

described. In the language network, fMRI connectivity

increased similarly to a, b, and g BLP correlation in the same

network (Figure 5). A discrepant result involves the auditory

network that shows in MEG a drop of a and b BLP correlation,

but an increased correlation in fMRI. This discrepancy is likely

due to difference in the experimental environment between

MEG and fMRI (Supplemental Information). Finally, interactions

between Visual and Language RSN were characterized by small
yet significant mean decrease in fMRI as opposed to an

enhancement of BLP correlation, especially in q and b (and g)

bands.

The pattern of fMRI connectivity for the default-mode network

was similar to that of the visual network. Within-network

fMRI connectivity decreased during movie in parallel to a/b

BLP correlation decrements; cross-network fMRI connectivity

decreased (from negative toward zero) with dorsal attention

and visual networks in parallel to a BLP correlation decrements;

finally, increases of BLP correlation between DMN and language

in the g band corresponded to a slight decrease in fMRI connec-

tivity, similarly to what observed between visual and language

networks (Figure 6).

An important finding is that modulations of BLP correlation in

different frequencies were accompanied by an overall preser-

vation of the large-scale topography of MEG and fMRI RSN

across conditions, i.e., similar spatial patterns of correlation

were observed in fixation and movie in both methods. This

can be appreciated by inspecting separately MEG and fMRI

covariance matrices in fixation and movie conditions (Fig-

ure 7A). In both methods the correlation was stronger within

than across networks, a classic result in fMRI. Moreover even

the local structure of correlation showed strong similarities.

For example, nodes like left and right FEF displayed relative

low interregional correlation in both methods; conversely, right

vIPS displayed strong correlation with most visual nodes in

both modalities.

To quantify these effects, we computed the spatial correlation

on group-level Z score covariance matrices using the Pearson

product moment formula separately for fixation and movie. In

each modality (fMRI or MEG) the spatial correlation between

conditions (fixation, movie) was very high, except for the auditory

network (visual network fMRI: r = 0.85 p < 0.001; MEG a BLP:

r = 0.98, p < 0.001; auditory network fMRI: r = 0.45, p > 0.05;

MEG a BLP: r = 0.99, p < 0.001; dorsal attention network fMRI:

r = 0.93, p < 0.001; MEG a BLP: 0.96, p < 0.001).

In addition, the covariance matrices between fMRI and MEG

were similar within each condition (fixation or movie). The stron-

gest correlation was within visual and dorsal attention RSN

across multiple bands (Figure 7B; visual network; all p values <

0.01; Table S2). In terms of cross-network interaction, MEG

and fMRI covariance matrices were similar for visual-dorsal

attention, and visual-language interaction matrices across multi-

ple bands (Table S2). Interestingly, the correlation between

visual and language nodes across modalities was significant

during movie watching (p < 0.01) but not during fixation (p >

0.05) (Figure 7C; visual-language network). Notably, this positive

correlation comes from narrowing of variability in the pairwise

correlation values, with stronger BOLD correlation between pairs

of regions in visual and language RSN corresponding to stronger

BLP correlation in q and b bands in MEG.

In DMN, MEG covariance matrices for fixation andmovie were

similar both for MEG (a BLP: r = 0.98, p < 0.001) and fMRI (r =

0.94, p < 0.001) and best correlated in the a band with fMRI

covariance matrix (Table S2).

In summary, these findings show that the overall topography

of RSN does not change going from fixation to movie and that

fMRI and MEG topographies are similar especially in visual and
Neuron 79, 782–797, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 787
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Figure 6. Z Score Difference Covariance

Matrices Averaged across Nodes

Group-level Z score difference covariance

matrices averaged across nodes of each RSN

obtained using MEG across different BLPs and

fMRI. Each row represents the averaged interre-

gional Z score correlation between nodes either to

the same RSN (within-network interaction) or to

distinct networks (cross-network interaction).

Color scale indicates increased in yellow-orange

or decreased in green-blue interregional interac-

tion. White cells represent nodes pairs, which do

not pass the statistical threshold z = 2.4 (corre-

sponding to p < 0.05). Cells with asterisks show

significant value after the Bonferroni correction for

multiple comparisons. See also Figure S6.
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dorsal attention RSN. However, going from fixation to movie

observation induces frequency-specific changes of correlation

with decrements of fMRI connectivity paralleling a BLP

decreases in sensory/attention/default networks (visual, dorsal

attention, DMN, and their interaction), the formation of stronger

frequency specific RSN interactions, as indexed by enhance-

ment of BLP correlation in q, b, and g bands between visual

and language RSN and in the g band between DMN and

language, paralleling mean fMRI correlation decrements.
Figure 5. MEG and fMRI Covariance Matrices Showing Changes of Interregional Connectivity

Z scores difference covariance matrices showing changes of interregional correlation during movie watchin

different BLPs and fMRI. Each row in the covariance matrices represents the stationary Z score difference co

RSN. White cells represent nodes pairs, which do not pass the statistical threshold (z = 4 corresponding to p

after the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. See also Figure S5 and Table S1.
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Temporal Dynamics of MEG RSN
during Natural Vision
Previous MEG findings showed that BLP

correlation in contrast to fMRI connectiv-

ity are patently nonstationary (de Pas-

quale et al., 2010, 2012); moreover, visual

stimulation has been shown to produce

transient breakdown of functional con-

nectivity measured with fMRI specifically

in visual cortex (Nir et al., 2006; this

study). Hence, we examined the nonsta-

tionarity of BLP correlation in visual cor-

tex in relation to some features of the

movie.

Figure 8A depicts the prototypical fluc-

tuations of a BLP correlation evaluated

over a sliding window of 10 s within the vi-

sual network during fixation (in blue) and

the observation of the first movie

segment (in red). Qualitative inspection

reveals that the temporal structure of

BLP correlation is characterized by the

emergence of nonstationary local minima

over a time scale of 15–30 s. Therefore, to

explore whether watching the movie
influences the variability of a BLP correlation with respect to

the variability during fixation, we computed the power spectrum

density (PSD) for fixation and movie (Supplemental Information).

Figure 8B shows that movie watching enhanced the amplitude of

the slow fluctuations of the BLP correlation in the a band across

nodes of the visual network with respect to fixation. To quantify

this effect, the PSD was integrated over slow (0.005–0.10 Hz, in

green), middle (0.1–0.2 Hz, in orange), and high (0.2–0.3 Hz, in

blue) frequency bands, and two-way repeated-measures
under Natural Vision by Nodes and Bands

g relative to fixation, obtained using MEG across

rrelation value between a node and other nodes of

< 0.001). Cells with asterisks show significant value

, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 789



Figure 7. MEG BLP versus fMRI Covariance Structures

(A) Group-level Z score covariance matrices for fixation and movie by nodes for each MEG BLP and fMRI. Each row represents the interregional Z score cor-

relation between nodes belonging either to the same RSN (within-network interaction) or to distinct networks (cross-network interaction).

(B) Spatial correlation between MEG and fMRI covariance structures for the within-network interaction in visual network (fMRI-a BLP correlation), during fixation

and movie.

(C) Spatial correlation between MEG and fMRI covariance structures for the across-network interaction (fMRI-b BLP correlation) between the visual and the

language network, during fixation and movie.

See also Table S2.
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Figure 8. Dependence of MEG Visual Network on Specific Movie Features

(A) Nonstationary aBLP correlation averaged across nodes of the visual network showing the emergence of significant local minima during the observation of the

first movie block.

(B) Power spectrum density (PSD) of correlation time course for fixation (the blue line) and movie (the red line) averaged across runs and nodes. Error bars

indicate ± SEM.Movie watching increases the spectral variability of BLP correlation in aBLP in the slow (0.005–0.1 Hz, in green) andmiddle (0.1–0.2 Hz, in orange)

frequency bands, as revealed by the significant interaction condition 3 band (in the insert).

(C) Behavioral results showing the perceptual grouping processes across subjects, for the first movie block. Consistency analysis computed integrating the

number of counts on 12 subjects as function of time shows that observers perceived natural scenes as structured into discrete events; BLP correlation and

consistency measures were both binarized (panels D and E, respectively) to compute the lag cross-correlation (F). After the determination of a significant

threshold (dashed lines) we identify two correlation peaks (see marks) at different time lags.

See also Figure S7.
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ANOVA was run with band (low, middle, high) and condition

(fixation, movie) as main factors. There was a significant main ef-

fect condition (F1,19 = 91.46; p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.83) accounted for

by a higher variability of BLP correlation fluctuations for movie

compared to fixation. There was also a significant interaction

condition3 band (F2,38 = 38.50; p < 0.001, ph2 = 0.67), reflecting

a stronger variability during movie in the low (0.005–0.10 Hz) (p <

0.001) andmiddle (0.1–0.2 Hz) (p = 0.002) frequency bands (Bon-

ferroni post-hoc test) (Figure 8B). Fluctuations of b BLP correla-

tion did not reveal any significant modulation (p > 0.05). Impor-

tantly, the same analysis computed for the cross-network

interaction between the visual and language network (q and b

BLP) did not reveal any significant effect (p > 0.05). This suggests

that the enhanced correlation between these two networks was

stationary.

Then, we considered the putative dependence of nonsta-

tionary properties of BLP correlation within the visual network

upon specific features of the movie. Based on the observation

that inter-regional BLP correlations are stronger at frequencies
below 0.1 Hz, and that its variability is stronger even at lower fre-

quencies (0.005–0.10 Hz) (Figure 8B), it is sensible to assume

that events occurring on a similar time scale may represent an

ideal candidate to modulate the a BLP correlation.

Psychological studies have shown that subjects perceive nat-

ural stimuli in temporal chunks that can be defined by event

boundaries occurring at multiple timescales, ranging from fine-

grained (a couple of seconds or less) to a coarse-grained scale

(few tens of seconds) (Zacks et al., 2007; Zacks and Swallow,

2007). These ‘‘event boundaries’’ are associated to specific neu-

ral responses in visual and attention areas (Sridharan et al., 2007;

Zacks et al., 2001) as seen through fMRI.

Hence, we hypothesized that the nonstationarity of power cor-

relation in visual cortex was partly dependent on the perception

of event boundaries in themovie. To test this hypothesis, we car-

ried out a psychophysical control experiment on an independent

sample of 12 participants, whowere asked to segment themovie

in temporal chunks that they found natural and meaningful (Sup-

plemental Information).
Neuron 79, 782–797, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 791
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Our observers perceived the movie as structured into discrete

events, and interestingly, event boundaries occurred at similar

times in the majority of subjects (Figure 8C). To examine the

existence of possible temporal relationships between the

emergence of transient drops of a BLP correlation (Figure 8A)

and event boundary time series (Figure 8C), the two time series

were binarized (Supplemental Information) and studied with

lagged cross-correlation (Figures 8D–8F). Bootstrapping was

used to determine a significant correlation threshold (r = 0.125,

p = 0.001). In the first movie block, the highest significant corre-

lation (r = 0.33, p < 0.01) between the two binarized time series

occurred at lag = 23 s (Figure 8F). A second significant peak of

correlation (r = 0.25, p < 0.01) occurred at around 36 s (see

marks). In the second movie block a significant correlation

peak (r = 0.30, p < 0.01) was identified at lag = 37 s. No significant

correlation was detected in the third block.

To contrast these findings with dynamic changes in low-level

features of the movie, the time course of the luminance for

each movie block was computed. The luminance time courses

were faster, had peaks at multiple frequencies in the PSD, and

did not show a significant lagged correlation with the BLP in

the visual network (Figure S7).

In summary, watching the movie increased the non-stationar-

ity of a BLP correlation within visual cortex. Transient decre-

ments of a BLP correlation in the visual RSN followed event

boundaries in the movie that were consistently identified in an

independent group of observers, but not luminance transients.

In contrast, enhanced cross-network interaction between visual

and language regions appeared to be stable over time or station-

ary. This is important as it suggests that task sets can engender

interactions at longer time scales (tens of seconds) much slower

than expected based on neuronal recordings (hundreds of

milliseconds).

DISCUSSION

We usedMEG tomeasure BLP correlation within/between fMRI-

defined RSN to examine whether and how their strength and

dynamics were influenced by going from restful fixation to an

active task, i.e., watching a movie. In the same subjects, RSN

topography was compared at rest and during movie watching

using two measures of connectivity: BOLD fMRI connectivity

andMEGBLP correlation. Three main findings will be discussed.

First, RSN topography, both MEG and fMRI, did not change

when watching a movie as compared to fixation. However movie

watching caused robust decrements of ongoing resting-state

correlation in the a/ b BLP within/across multiple networks, the

main MEG correlate of fMRI RSN, and the formation of more

focal task-dependent temporal correlation in q, b, and g band

BLP between networks. Finally, a BLP decrements in occipital

visual cortex were non-stationary and correlated with event

boundaries in the movie. See Methodological Considerations

in Supplemental Information.

Preserved RSN Topography and Modulation of a and b

BLP Connectivity during Natural Vision
Previous MEG studies have shown that it is possible to recover

spatial covariance patterns or RSN similar to those observed in
792 Neuron 79, 782–797, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
fMRI by mapping the temporal correlation of BLP, especially in

the a and b bands, during resting wakefulness (Brookes et al.,

2011a, 2011b; de Pasquale et al., 2010, 2012; Hipp et al.,

2012; Liu et al., 2010). Interestingly, most of the BLP interaction

occurs at very low frequency near 0.1 Hz, similarly to what

observed with fMRI, despite MEG exquisite temporal resolution

(milliseconds).

The first important result was that the topography of RSN,

visualized for the first time with both fMRI and MEG in the

same subjects, is significantly maintained going from rest to nat-

ural vision (Figure 7A). Moreover, fMRI connectivity was spatially

similar to MEG-BLP connectivity across multiple frequency

bands (Figure 7A; Table S2). Their similarity, especially for

cross-network connections (visual-language or visual-dorsal

attention), was stronger during the movie (Figure 7B).

The preservation of topography across task conditions is

consistent with the resilience and independence of fMRI-RSN

across levels of consciousness (Greicius et al., 2008; Larson-

Prior et al., 2009; Vincent et al., 2007) and behavioral states

(Arfanakis et al., 2000; Biswal et al., 1995; Fransson, 2006; Grei-

cius and Menon, 2004; Greicius et al., 2009; Morgan and Price,

2004; Smith et al., 2009). The increased similarity between

fMRI and MEG connectivity during the movie is likely due to

increased cortical synchronization across subjects induced by

sensory stimulation (Hasson et al., 2004; Mantini et al., 2012).

Interestingly, increased cortical synchronization across subjects

is present not just in humans, but also in nonhuman primates,

and this signal has been used to map evolutionarily preserved

or modified cortical networks across species (Mantini et al.,

2013; Mantini et al., 2012).

However, natural vision induced a strong reduction of within-

and between-network BLP correlation in the a and b bands,

especially in the low frequency range (<0.3 Hz). This was shown

with an analysis of interdependence (Figures 2, S2, and S3), with

a voxel-wise seed based analysis (Figures 3, 4, and S4), and with

pairwise regional analysis (Figures 5 and 6). The networks pre-

dominantly involved included the visual, auditory, dorsal atten-

tion, and the default-mode network.

What is the significance of preserved fMRI/MEG topography in

lieu of robust frequency specific modulations of BLP connectiv-

ity? This important point requires first a brief detour to the neuro-

physiological basis of the BOLD signal. It is now well established

that BOLD signal changes produced by stimuli or tasks best

correlate with local changes in the local field potential (LFP), a

signal dominated by the electrical current flowing from all nearby

dendritic synaptic activity within a volume of tissue. While stim-

ulus- or task-evoked BOLD signal changes are strongly corre-

lated with LFP changes across all bands, but especially in the

g band (Goense and Logothetis, 2008), spontaneous fluctua-

tions of the signal in the resting state correlate with fluctuations

of the slow cortical potentials (SCP) (<4 Hz) and BLP fluctuations

of signals at higher frequencies (a, b, and g bands) (He et al.,

2008; Nir et al., 2008; Schölvinck et al., 2010). The link between

low and high frequency activity, however, is not obligatory, but it

can be dissociated with respect to RSN topography between

behavioral states. For example, while SCP and fMRI RSN topog-

raphy remain similar during wakefulness and sleep, g BLP cor-

relates with fMRI RSN topography only during wakefulness
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(Breshears et al., 2010; He et al., 2008). Finally, the phase of SCP

may be nested with the power and phase of activity at higher fre-

quencies (so called cross-frequency coupling or phase-power

coupling) (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; He et al., 2008; Monto

et al., 2008; Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009). This mechanism al-

lows for activity at lower frequencies to influence activity at

higher frequencies that are involved in stimulus and task coding

(Canolty et al., 2006; Jensen et al., 2012; Lakatos et al., 2008).

These findings have important implications for our work. First,

the nested relationship between the low and high frequency

activity may reconcile results from LFP recordings (He et al.,

2008; Nir et al., 2008; Schölvinck et al., 2010) which emphasize

SCP as the main correlate of RSN, and MEG recordings which

highlight a/b BLP (Brookes et al., 2011a; Brookes et al., 2011b;

de Pasquale et al., 2010, 2012; Hipp et al., 2012; Liu et al.,

2010) and signal (Marzetti et al., 2013). A nested relationship

between SCP and signals at higher frequencies can also explain

the similarity between fMRI RSN and MEG-BLP topography

across multiple frequency bands (Figure 7A; Table S2). Finally,

maintenance of RSN topography during fixation and movie

must reflect electrophysiological connectivity that is task-inde-

pendent. It is well known that fMRI RSN topography approxi-

mate the network structure of anatomical connections over

relatively long periods of time (�10–15 min) (Buckner et al.,

2009; Honey et al., 2007; Sporns, 2011). Therefore, it is possible

that part of the BLP topography just reflects task-independent

physiological markers of anatomical connections possibly

involved in synaptic homeostasis (Turrigiano, 2011).

At the same time, natural vision clearly affects components of

the electrophysiological signal for relatively long periods, which

include both a reduction of a/b BLP connectivity within/between

multiple networks, as well as an enhancement of connectivity in

q, b, and g BLP between networks (later considered). This leads

to the question of whether these modulations reflect task-

dependent versus task-independent modulations and, going

back to the original hypotheses, whether RSN are priors for

task network and performance, or just idling spatiotemporal neu-

ral structures that are reconfigured to enable task networks.

Before we attempt to answer this question, let’s review the

main assumptions behind each hypothesis.

The basic idea behind the prior hypothesis (Raichle, 2011) is

that RSN fluctuations reflect excitability fluctuations of cortical

circuitries. Through cross-frequency control mechanisms out-

lined above, the phase of low frequency activity may be modu-

lated, as part of the temporally predictive context that is intrinsic

to any behavior (Schroeder and Lakatos, 2009), and this can lead

to an enhancement of synchronization of higher frequency ac-

tivity. This hypothesis predicts not only a similar topography

between rest and task, but also a strengthening of coupling of

interactions present at rest during performance of a task.

The alternative ‘‘boundary’’ hypothesis is that RSN reflect

idling cortical circuits, whose activity is independent of any

particular task, and these spatiotemporal patterns must be sup-

pressed or reorganized for task-specific activity patterns to

emerge. As an example, a vast literature on EEG/MEG and

cognitive states associates increments of a oscillations/power

to inhibition of cortical processing, and a power/oscillations

decrements to enhanced information processing (Capotosto
et al., 2009; Jensen et al., 2012; Sauseng et al., 2013; Thut

et al., 2006; VanRullen and Koch, 2003). Similarly, an expanding

body of animal studies shows that tasks or stimuli decrease

correlated noise in cortex. Significant decreases of spatial corre-

lation of LFP during visual stimulation have been reported in

monkey and cat primary visual cortex (Nauhaus et al., 2009;

Nauhaus et al., 2012; Smith and Kohn, 2008). Overall these

studies indicate that low-frequency fluctuations of correlated

neural activity occur spontaneously not only at the level of brain

regions or networks as amply documented by fMRI, ECOG, and

MEG but also at the level of individual neurons and microcir-

cuitries (Nauhaus et al., 2009; Nauhaus et al., 2012; Smith and

Kohn, 2008). Both at small and large-scale levels, however,

sensory stimuli and active processing disrupt correlated noise,

and shift the neural dynamics toward higher frequencies and

more specific task patterns of functional connectivity.

Our current interpretation is that prolonged, broad, and sus-

tained reduction a/b BLP correlation in visual, dorsal attention,

auditory, and default network, and across networks, are more

consistent with a reduction of spontaneous cortical noise than

a prior for task networks. The prolonged duration of a/b BLP

reduction lasts longer than any reported task specific phase syn-

chronization (Canolty et al., 2006; Jensen et al., 2012; Lakatos

et al., 2008). Furthermore, when watching the movie, a/b BLP,

i.e., the physiological marker of RSN, drops as coupling in-

creases at higher frequencies in the same regions/networks.

Resting- and task-state signals are characterized by different

frequencies, which is against the idea that signals mediating

RSNare simply strengthened ormore synchronized during tasks.

For these reasons, we believe that our data are more consistent

with the ‘‘idling’’ hypothesis than a ‘‘prior’’ interpretation.

Task-Specific Interactions in q, b, and g BLP during
Natural Vision
Watching the movie engendered more focal cross-network

enhancement of BLP correlation in the q and b bands between

visual and language networks, and in the g band between

default-mode and language networks as compared to fixation

(Figures 3, 6, and S6D). This result was obtained both with

voxel-wise map contrast analysis (Figures 3 and 4), as well as

regional pair-wise analyses on independent nodes from fMRI

(Figures 5, 6, and S6). Increases of BLP correlation in q and b

(and g) correlated with interregional decreases in fMRI. These

findings indicate the formation of stronger task networks that

are not recapitulated by spontaneous activity correlation at

rest, and along with the reduction of a BLP correlation, show

overall that resting-state and task interactions are different in

the frequency domain. The functional significance of increased

coupling between visual and language regions may be related

to the demands of the movie including action understanding,

semantics, lip reading, etc. The increased coupling between

default mode and language could be related to the linguistic

and verbal memory demands of the movie.

A widely accepted hypothesis is that synchronization of neural

oscillations across brain areas is important for flexibly linking

different task-relevant neuronal populations (Fries, 2005; Varela

et al., 2001). For example, several studies have reported

increases in b or g coherence in task-relevant networks during
Neuron 79, 782–797, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 793
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attention (Siegel et al., 2008), perceptual tasks (Hipp et al., 2011),

contingently upon the experience of pain (Betti et al., 2009;

Gross et al., 2007), and between cortical and spinal cord

neuronal populations during movement preparation (Schoffelen

et al., 2005). Interestingly, theoretical and experimental work

suggest an inverse relationship between cortical integration

distance, or conduction delays, and the underlying temporal

dynamics, with slower frequencies (e.g., q or b bands) involved

predominantly in the synchronization of large and distant

neuronal assemblies, and g band synchronization related to

more local encoding (Kopell et al., 2000; von Stein and Sarnthein,

2000). This may account for the preferential coupling in q and b

band between two networks, visual and language, that are

widely separate in distance, both geometrical and connectiv-

ity-wise (Doucet et al., 2011; Honey et al., 2007; Lee et al.,

2012; Yeo et al., 2011). On the other hand, language and

default-mode networks are closely related in connectivity space

which may explain for the preferential correlation in g BLP.

However, we should underscore that functional coupling

between networks in our task was relatively constant in the

course of the movie and occurred at a slower time scale

(�0.1 Hz) than those typically described in the animal or EEG/

MEG literature. Hence our findings are more consistent with

task-dependent functional connectivity modulation that occurs

on the scale of seconds to minutes during task performance,

as described in recent fMRI experiments (Chadick andGazzaley,

2011; Spreng et al., 2010; Zanto et al., 2011). Task performance

also causes sustained changes in resting-state fMRI functional

connectivity that can persist for minutes to hours after task termi-

nation (Albert et al., 2009; Lewis et al., 2009; Tambini et al., 2010).

Overall ours, and these fMRI studies, strongly support the idea

that task control may involve both phasic andmore tonic compo-

nents, and that the latter may involve slow changes in frequency-

specific functional connectivity. Cross-network interaction over

long time scales might be crucial for maintaining an internal scaf-

folding of task settings that facilitate more dynamic and rapid

control and processing of sensory external inputs.

Nonstationarity of BLP Correlation in Visual Cortex
and Its Biological Significance
A final finding was the enhancement of BLP correlation variability

(or nonstationarity) in visual cortex during natural vision. Similar

observations have been reported using fMRI in human visual

cortex by Nir and coworkers (2006).

Interregional temporal correlations as seen through the lens of

fMRI are largely stationary (but see Smith et al., 2012), due to the

severe low-pass filter of the neurovascular coupling. In contrast,

MEG BLP correlations are patently non-stationary (de Pasquale

et al., 2010, 2012). Several ‘‘endogenous’’ mechanisms such as

noise and synaptic delays (Deco and Corbetta, 2011; Deco et al.,

2011), neuromodulation (Marder, 2011), and cognitive activity

have been proposed to explain the nonstationary dynamics of

functional connectivity (Sporns, 2011).

Here, we show that sensory inputs and their interaction with

cognitive activity (event boundary detection) strongly affect the

variability of temporal correlation in visual cortex. The power

spectral density of a BLP correlation time course especially

at the lower frequencies (0.01 < Hz < 0.2) was strongly
794 Neuron 79, 782–797, August 21, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
enhanced by watching the movie as compared to visual fixation

(Figure 8B). Furthermore, we observed a significant lagged

correlation between the detection of event boundaries in the

movie, as judged by an independent group of observers (Fig-

ure 8F) and the a BLP correlation time course. This lagged cor-

relation was not simply due to the chance temporal interaction

of BLP and psychophysical time series. It was also not due to

low level sensory changes in the movie as indicated by the

analysis on the luminance time course. Our interpretation is

that it may reflect longer time-scale (tens of seconds) adjust-

ments in functional connectivity induced by specific high-level

sensory or cognitive events. This is in keeping with the event

segmentation theory (EST) (Zacks et al., 2007), in which event

segmentation may be the product of an adaptive mechanism

that makes prediction about upcoming information by means

of the integration between sensory clues and previous knowl-

edge about event parts or actor’s goals and plans. This could

involve top-down mechanisms to visual cortex that could

modulate the strength of ongoing BLP correlation. We do

not believe though nonstationary fluctuations in visual cortex

BLP correlation are directly involved in processing event

boundaries; rather, they reflect the time-varying influence on

cortical noise reduction of task-specific processes. It is as if

visual cortex takes a short break after detection of an event

boundary.

Conclusions
This study provides a glimpse in the long-lasting adjustments of

functional connectivity induced by natural vision on resting-state

activity. RSN are similar to a complex space landscape formed

by peak and valleys that slowly change over time. These peaks

and valleys have also colors that correspond to their frequency

specific correlation, perhaps more blue/green for a-band BLP

correlation, and more orange/red for g-band BLP correlation.

As riveting as it can be, going to the movies only slightly changes

this complex dynamic landscape as only few connections are

actually driven by the task. Thus, the overall panorama does

not change much. Yet the movie has a much stronger effect on

the overall hue of this landscape. Major hills (networks) change

their color from shades of blue/green to orange/red. Reducing

cool colors (low frequency cortical noise) may be necessary to

allow hot colors (high frequency task-related activity) to mani-

fest. Future studies will need to determine whether the shape

of this landscape or its colors could be affected bymore extreme

behavioral manipulations.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants and Data Acquisition

Twelve subjects (mean age 24.7, range 21–31 years; six females; all right-

handed) performed separate MEG and fMRI recording sessions during fixation

and movie watching. Neuromagnetic signals were recorded using a 153-

magnetometer MEG system built at the University of Chieti (Della Penna

et al., 2000) while fMRI was acquired on 3T MR Philips Achieva scanner. All

participants signed prior to the experiment an informed consent form

approved by the Ethics Committee of the University of Chieti.

Signal Preprocessing

An overview of the MEG data preprocessing is depicted in Figure S1. After ICA

identification and classification algorithm (Supplemental Information), the
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source-space band-limited power (BLP) were computed as in de Pasquale

et al. (2010, 2012),

pjðtÞ=
�
1

Tp

� Zt +Tp

t

��qjðtÞ
��2dt (Equation 1)

in which Tp = 150 ms and qj (t) = [qjx (t) qjy(t) qjz(t)] is the source-space current

density vector at voxel j at time t. Correlation time series between voxels j and s

(the seed) were computed using the Pearson product moment formula:
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where Tr is the epoch duration and overbars denote the mean over the appro-

priate interval. In the analysis assuming the stationarity rsj was computed

over nonoverlapping windows spanning the whole recording (Tr z 37 s).

This approach was applied to obtain Z score differences maps over the whole

brain and difference covariance matrices. In the analysis considering the

nonstationarity, time courses of correlation were obtained evaluating rsj over

10 s window with 200 ms time step. Functional MRI (fMRI) data were prepro-

cessed as in Mantini et al. (2012) (Supplemental Information).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes seven figures, two tables and Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuron.2013.06.022.
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